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Founded in 1974

• as an autonomous agency of the Organisation for Economic Cooperation
and Development (OECD).

28 Member Countries

• Asia Pacific: Australia, Japan, Republic of Korea, & New Zealand

• North America: USA, Canada

• Europe: Austria, Belgium, Czech Rep, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, 
Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovak 
Republic, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey and United Kingdom

• European Commission also participates in the work of the IEA

Headquarters: Paris

Decision-making Body: Governing Board 

• Consists of member country representatives

• Under the Governing Board, several committees are focusing on each area.

Secretariat: 

• Staff of around 220, mainly energy experts and statisticians from its member 
countries

The International Energy Agency
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The  3 “Es”

Energy Security

•Promote diversity, 
efficiency and 
flexibility within the 
energy sectors of the 
IEA member countries. 
Remain prepared 
collectively to respond 
to energy emergencies. 
Expand international 
cooperation with all 
global players in the 
energy markets.

Environmental 
Protection

•Enhance awareness of 
options for addressing 
the climate change 
challenge. Promote 
greenhouse gas 
emission abatement, 
through enhanced 
energy efficiency and 
the use of cleaner 
fossil fuels. Develop 
more environmentally 
acceptable energy 
options.

Economic Growth

•Ensure the stable 
supply of energy to IEA 
member countries and 
promote free markets 
in order to foster 
economic growth.
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 Product demand declining

 From 15 mb/d in 2009 to 13.9 mb/d in 2015

 Middle distillates – modest growth 

 offset by decline in gasoline and fuel oil demand
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European oil demand: Structural decline
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Oil import dependence
net oil imports in Reference Scenario

Import dependence falls in the United States & OECD Pacific, 
but increases in all other importing regions – most markedly in Asia
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European oil and gas net imports
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Even in 450 Scenario,  Europe’s oil net imports will be over 8 mb/d; 
gas net imports +100 bcm more than currently
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 Despite 2010 recovery, refining profitability remains 
strained
 OECD utilisation & economics under pressure after 

2008/2009 recession, amid Asian/Mid East capacity 
expansion 
 OECD Europe utilisation averages 88% in 2006, 80% 

in 2009 and to fall further unless further closures 
materialise
Spare capacity could rise significantly over next 5 

years, as new capacity comes on stream

European refining weakened:
margins & utilisation under pressure absent capacity 
rationalisation, but what about supply security?
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Oil Supply Security
Stockholding is a key aspect

European stocks equate to 125 days of net imports, 
45 days  of this is held by public stockholding agencies  
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Public Stocks: A Clear Safety Net
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1.56 billion barrels of Public stocks

IEA Public Stocks alone could replace an oil supply 
disruption of 4 mb/d for 1 year 
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The Impact of the Recession on European Gas and 
Electricity Markets
What has changed in our Brave New World…

 OECD Europe gas demand dropped by 5.6%, electricity 
demand by 5%, and coal by 13%

 Some gas suppliers suffered more than others
 Unconventional gas has changed the world

 LNG wave is hitting markets

 Fuel prices are highly volatile 
 Spot prices converge and diverge again

 Coal prices on the rise again (in particular in China)

 Invest or not? Two fundamental questions:
 How quickly is demand recovering?

 How will the energy demand and power mix evolve in the 
long-term? 
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Increasing Need for Gas Security
 Greater demand and dependence of our economies on gas

 Global gas demand will increase under any scenario

 EU gas demand is expected to increase from 526 bcm to 619 bcm
(reference scenario) but decline to 509 bcm in the 450 scenario 

 Indigenous IEA gas resources are depleting

 EU gas imports to increase from 312 bcm to 516 bcm (RS) or 

428 bcm (450)

 Power sector more dependent on gas

 Half of the incremental gas demand will come from the power 
sector 

 Gas markets are changing

 Liberalisation in European countries

 Evolving role of gas companies : from national to regional 
companies with gas and power portfolios

 Part of gas supply based on short-term contracts

 Gas markets are globalizing
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Gas import dependence 
net gas imports in Reference Scenario

All the leading gas importing countries & regions become more 
import-reliant – except the United States, where abundant 

shale gas supplies limit LNG import needs   
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Gas remains the fuel of choice in Europe
(and in the OECD in general)

Source: IEA, based on Platts, company data.

Incremental power generation by fuel

2000-09 OECD Europe
Capacity planned and under construction

 Most of incremental power over 2000-09 in OECD Europe comes from gas

 Gas remains the fuel of choice 
 Most capacity under construction and planned is gas-fired, but utilisation rates will 

depend on renewables deployment and relative fuel prices

 New coal capacity replaces old coal plants to be decommissioned
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Dependence on Russian gas very 
heterogeneous in Europe

Share of Russian Gas in Total Gas 
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Interconnection in European gas markets
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European Gas Hubs

 No “Henry Hub” in 
Europe

Many pricing points

 UK/Benelux well 
connected

 Mediterranean ring 
unconnected

 Poor West to East 
flow abilitiesSource: GSE - Gas Storage Europe

http://transparency.gie.eu.com/
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Security of Gas Supply
A multi-dimensional Concept

 Short-term aspects: responding to a sudden gas supply disruption 

 Sensitive customers (residential) must be protected

 Supply solutions: other supply routes, storage

 Demand solutions: using switching  capabilities in the power and industrial 
sectors

 Long-term aspects: making sure that the necessary infrastructure 
will be built to meet demand (annual and peak)

 Investments in all parts of the gas value chain (import, transport, storage)

 Diversification of supply sources (pipeline, LNG – if possible)

 Diversification of supply routes (interconnectors)

 Countries must have a variety of measures adapted to their 
situation
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January 2009 Russia–Ukraine Gas Crisis
Missing Russian volumes 5 bcm

 Storage was key 

 Additional supplies were provided by

 imports from existing suppliers 

 alternative routes

 LNG (SE Europe)

Source: IEA, NGMR 0917
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What can be improved? 
Lessons from January 2009

 What worked well
 Increased withdrawals from storage facilities

 Use of alternative routes (Yamal, Blue Stream)

 Additional imports from existing suppliers 

 Additional LNG imports (SE Europe)

 But some shortcomings
 Insufficient interconnections or possibility to reverse pipeline flows, in 

particular in Eastern Europe

 Insufficient/lack of storage (South Eastern Europe)

 Need for better and harmonized preparedness to face supply disruptions 
on a national and regional level

 Need for more timely data
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Conclusion : maintain a long term 
approach in energy security

 Oil markets prone to supply disruptions and price volatility

 Sea change in the gas market since October 2008 : 
unconventional gas revolution, increasing LNG supply,  
lower demand, low gas prices

 But long-term approach to be maintained : need for 
investment  to meet runaway demand growth in emerging 
countries and growing import needs in Europe

 Emergency preparedness to be improved to face 
unexpected supply disruptions

 Increasing interaction between gas and power markets as 
gas remains the biggest contributor to new power needs in 
OECD countries
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Thank you 


